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Coastal Fog, Climate Change,
and the Environment
Coastal marine fog, a characteristic feature of climates generated at the eastern
boundaries of ocean basins worldwide,
evokes different feelings in those who experience it (see Figure 1). Authors and poets
use fog to represent mystery, bleakness,
and confusion. Film directors seek out fog
to shroud scenes in eerie gloominess. Tourists visiting beaches bemoan the cool and
damp conditions that create a striking contrast to the sunny warm conditions typically
found less than a few kilometers inland. Airline passengers delayed by fog impatiently
wait for the skies to clear. Residents get
used to the Sun “rising” in midday after fog
dissipates.
To climate scientists, fog’s physical opacity symbolizes how much remains to be
discovered about it. They know the importance of the summertime shade and moisture provided by the onshore transport
of fog arriving as a wall of marine cloud.
However, empirical data or physical models capable of characterizing fog as a climatological phenomenon are surprisingly
sparse.
One pressing question involves how
global climate change will influence fog and
how fog may be affected by rising surface
temperatures and secondary effects such as
coastal wind strength, inland marine layer
intrusion, and increased evaporation. For
example, a recent study of coastal fog in the
eastern Pacific, which relied on long-term
airport records, indicated that the occurrence of summertime fog has declined by
33% over the course of the 20th century
[Johnstone and Dawson, 2010]. How representative is this finding of worldwide
changes in fog patterns that may come? Can
long-term cycles in ocean temperature such
as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation explain
the centennial trend?
These questions, and others like them,
are not purely academic: Changes in fog frequency have implications for a wide range
of sectors, including coastal ecology, agriculture, urban energy and water consumption, and public health. To help coastal communities, many climate scientists are taking
a close look at fog with the aim of developing models of future fog patterns.

Forming Marine Fog
The frequency of marine coastal fog
events and the extent of inland penetration
depend on both simultaneous and sequential processes across an extremely broad
range of the planet’s spatial and temporal
scales [Koračin et al., 2014]. Semipermanent
By A. Torregrosa, T. A. O’Brien, I. C. Faloona

anticyclones (high surface pressures), which
tend to develop on the eastern sides of the
world’s ocean basins, result in alongshore
surface wind stresses. These alongshore
stresses act in concert with the Coriolis force
to drive offshore oceanic (Ekman) transport
that in turn pumps deep, cold water up to
the coastal margins.
These ocean upwelling conditions
occur beneath a complementary downwelling branch of the atmosphere’s Hadley
circulation—a planetary-scale flow pattern
in both hemispheres that takes humid air
ascending at low latitudes, heats and desiccates it in deep precipitating tropical clouds,
and then sinks it at midlatitudes, where it is
considerably warmer and drier than it was.
The cold nearshore waters couple with
the descending, adiabatically warmed air
aloft to form a stable lower atmosphere with
a strong temperature inversion, which has
long been linked to a prevalence of low
stratiform clouds. As this sinking air mass
weighs on the marine layer, the latter compresses into a thin layer with a relatively
high concentration of water vapor. This process also warms and dries the top of the
marine layer, establishing a delicate balance
with the moistening ocean below. If the
dew point temperature of the trapped moisture rises to the surface temperature of the
ocean, then fog can form like condensation
on a cold windowpane.

Ecological and Societal Value
of Coastal Marine Fog
Declines in fog frequency may be good
news for Sun-seeking tourists and for air traffic controllers at coastal airports, but the
trend seen in the eastern Pacific alarmed
the global community of natural resource
managers working in affected coastal zones.
In California, Chile, South Africa, and other
Mediterranean regions with dry summers, a
future with less marine fog could cause significant changes to terrestrial, riparian, and
intertidal habitats.
The water transported by marine fog into
coastal ecosystems creates a cascade of
ecological effects. Fog liquid water content
accessed via fog drip and direct uptake by
leaves enhances plant vigor and growth. It
may also increase soil microbial activity, evidenced by increases in soil respiration rates
[e.g., Carbone et al., 2011].
Fog also benefits coastal human systems;
for example, as pressure on water resources
grows globally, fog water harvesting for human
supply has garnered increased research interest (see http://www.fogquest.org). Strategies to
harvest fog drip are also improving restoration
effectiveness on the denuded hillsides of
California’s Channel Islands.

Fig. 1. Fog engulfs the Golden Gate Bridge, as seen from Twin Peaks, San Francisco, on 26 January 2014. This is an average of several exposures taken over the course of a few minutes.“Here
Comes the Fog,” taken by Daniel Parks, CC BY-NC 2.0.

Costs of Reductions in Fog Occurrence

Insights From Theory

The lower relative humidity and increased
temperatures that would result from potential reductions in fog and low cloud cover
could increase plant evapotranspiration
rates, raise soil water deficits, and accelerate
risks of forest fire. Species at the drier edge
of their climatic envelopes, including those
characteristic of endemic coastal forests,
would be especially vulnerable [Baguskas
et al., 2014].
Reduced coastal fog could impact agriculture by causing a greater demand for
irrigation. Vulnerable human populations
such as the elderly would be at increased
risk of heat-related impacts: Summers with
fewer fog events are strongly correlated
with higher levels of emergency response
requests and hospital visits [Gershunov
et al., 2011].

Although it may be reasonable to assume
that the Hadley circulation will weaken as
the atmosphere warms, the fate of coastal
sea surface temperatures worldwide is much
more ambiguous. The ocean as a whole
is warming; however, coastal upwelling
may ultimately be enhanced by alongshore
winds, which strengthen in proportion to the
temperature contrast between the oceanic
and continental air masses [Sydeman et al.,
2014].
Even less certain is the fate of the moistened marine layer as it blows onshore into
regions characterized by low topography.
Forecasts of rising temperatures inland, and
therefore stronger across-shore temperature
gradients, suggest increased onshore advection of marine air. However, this pattern
could also lead to increased turbulent mixing at its top, which would, in turn, tend to
dry the incoming marine layer.

Global Changes to Fog
Due to Regional Forcing
Studies of fog are currently driven by
regional concerns. For example, the relatively cold ocean waters off California currently lead to year-round fog formation,
which penetrates to a variable yet relatively
consistent extent inland. Will these fogforming conditions and distribution patterns
continue?
Answering this question starts with
using past data to model future scenarios. A regional climate model simulation
of coastal fog driven by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) 20th century reanalysis data set
[O’Brien, 2011; O’Brien et al., 2013] shows a
century-long decline along the California
coast, and a climate projection with the
same model hints at a slight decline in the
future. However, O’Brien and colleagues
found that this result is highly uncertain because the development and incidence of coastal marine fog are dependent
upon interactions among three systems—
atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial—
which are each subject to broad ranges of
variability.
On the other side of the Pacific, Sugimoto
et al. [2013] attribute declines in coastal fog
frequency in Hokkaido, Japan, to synoptic-
scale shifts controlling atmospheric inversions. Their conclusion highlights the influence of upper air dynamics, a globally
coherent system, and its importance to the
moisture content of air near the surface,
a regional phenomenon with strong local
patterns.

A Global Perspective
on Fog-Forming Aerosols
In addition to the complex physics of fog
formation and transport, recent research
suggests that microscopic aerosol particles
may be critical players in fog dynamics and
its effect on coastal human and ecological
systems. Fog forms as atmospheric aerosol
particles absorb moisture and water condenses into droplets around these cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN). CCN that readily attract moisture can initiate droplet formation at relative humidities as low as 33%.
The evolving marine fog advects onshore as
a complex, reaction-rich mixture of liquid,
dry, evaporating, and deliquescing particles
surrounded by gaseous interstitial space
[Valsaraj, 2012].
An impressively wide range of aerosols
can serve as fog CCN: sea spray, metabolically active bacteria, protozoa, fungi, pollen, dust, and biogenic fragments [Després
et al., 2012]. Recent research even shows
the presence of methylmercury—a toxic
bioaccumulator— in “pristine” coastal fog,
which apparently originates naturally from
marine aerosol [Weiss-Penzias et al., 2012].
Although very few measurements have
been made of aerosol composition in
Pacific coastal fog, large differences in fog
water chemistry have been reported from
other regions. These studies suggest potentially strong variations in geographic and
seasonal signatures that reflect air parcel
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phenomenon in geographically distinct
regions.
Scientists involved with FogNet envision
a network capable of monitoring air parcel
movements across ocean and land-based
sites, with ocean sites on buoys or ships
and terrestrial sites located on a coast-toinland gradient to track the occurrence
and consequences of change in fog patterns. Coordination efforts are focused on
standardizing measurement techniques to
improve fog-related data comparison from
projects worldwide.
Tying the ground-based network to
remotely sensed observations from Earthobserving satellites will bridge measurement scales to form a molecular- to globalscale observation platform. Through a collaborative and transdisciplinary approach
that includes researchers and natural
resource managers, PCF is among the first
concerted efforts to clear the fog that currently conceals the complex dynamics
between the air, sea, land, and biota. More
projects like PCF will help improve fog forecasts and clarify its role in our future.

Coastal Fog
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Fig. 2. Fog frequency along a coastal (Bodega Marine Laboratory (BML)) to inland (Pepperwood
Preserve (PPW)) transect. (a) A fog frequency map derived from roughly 30,000 hourly Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) day and night images [Combs et al., 2010]
displaying average daily hours of fog/low cloud cover (June–September 1999–2009) ranging
from 1 to 14 hours per day. Crosshairs indicate locations of surface visibility stations referenced
in Figure 2(c). (b) High-resolution view of low cloud patterns in the San Francisco Bay area
from a 12 June 2002 Landsat image. (c) Diurnal patterns of fog observed in 2012 from surface
visibility stations located at the coastal Bodega Marine Laboratory and at Pepperwood Preserve
approximately 50 kilometers inland. Surface fog at the coastal site exhibits a diurnal pattern very
similar to marine stratocumulus, whereas the inland site tends to exhibit complete fog dissipation
by 11:00 a.m. Pacific Daylight Time. (d) Observed [Johnstone and Dawson, 2010] and simulated
[O’Brien, 2011] centennial-scale variations in Northern California fog frequency. The model
hindcast utilized boundary conditions derived from the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s 20th century reanalysis, whereas model projections were based on the businessas-usual scenario from Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report.
bidirectional trajectories across marine
and terrestrial surfaces. The reactivity and
degree of water affinity of fog CCN become
potentially even more complex when taking
into account back trajectories of air masses
over industrial and urban landscapes. Given
that CCN for fog can come from far away
and droplet-forming processes occur over a
majority of our watery planet, insights from
fog research can have broad application.

Developing a Marine Fog Monitoring
Program
The demand for improved fog projections
inspired the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
to facilitate an interdisciplinary community
of researchers and resource managers now
known as the Pacific Coastal Fog Project
(PCF; see http://geography.wr.usgs.gov/fog/).
The goal of PCF is to fill two major categories of disciplinary gaps: (1) communication
gaps between researchers based in a diversity of disciplines unaware of the complementarity of their coastal fog studies and
(2) data accessibility gaps that prevent efficient responses to questions regarding fog
and how it affects coastal resources.
PCF has been rapidly filling both of these
kinds of gaps via a series of ongoing webinars, workshops, and AGU meeting sessions
initiated in 2011. The latest offering of the
resulting community includes a 2014 AGU
Fall Meeting session titled “Fog: Atmosphere,
Biosphere, Land, and Ocean Interactions”
(sessions A11C and A14B).

FogNet: A Fog Monitoring
and Research Sensor Network
In April 2012, PCF began collaborating to
implement FogNet, a coastal fog observation
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system. The long-term goal is an integrated empirical foundation of global atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial data for
coastal fog research.
To achieve this, a phased implementation
using the “core” and “satellite” monitoring
station approach [Gultepe et al., 2009] was
initiated in July 2012. Scientists involved
with FogNet reviewed ongoing established
climate and biodiversity monitoring stations and selected three “core” sites at
which to begin colocating their research
efforts. These sites include two hydrometeorological test bed sites operated by NOAA
Bodega Marine Laboratory (BML) and Trinidad Head. The third site is inland, located
50 kilometers east of BML at Pepperwood
Preserve (PPW). PPW is a station in the Terrestrial Biodiversity Climate Change Collaborative (http://tbc3.org) that is measuring a range of hydrological and ecological parameters to track wildlife, pathogen,
and ecophysiological responses to climate
shifts (Figure 2). Several “satellite” sites
that have less instrumentation than the
core sites are currently in the pilot stages of
implementation.
Current joint measurement projects
include assessment of liquid water volume from passive fog collectors (run by
scientists at California State University,
Monterey Bay, and NASA Ames Research
Center), active fog sampling for mercury
(run by researchers at the University of
California, Santa Cruz), and measurement of droplet size and distribution (run
by Georgia Southern University researchers). Studies of the seasonal hydrologic
patterns in the fog-dependent forests of
the Bosque Fray Jorge National Park in
Chile (run by scientists at the University
of Chile) will provide comparisons of the
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NEWS
A group of astronauts, scientists, business
leaders, and artists are calling for a dramatic
increase in detecting and monitoring asteroids that could potentially strike the Earth
catastrophically. They have announced that
30 June 2015 will be a global asteroid awareness day.
A “100x Asteroid Declaration” issued by
the group on 3 December states that out of
1 million asteroids in the solar system that
have the potential to strike the Earth and
destroy a city, fewer than 10,000, or 1%, have
been discovered. The declaration calls for
employing available technology to detect
and track near-Earth asteroids that threaten
human populations. In addition, the document recommends a 100-fold acceleration
in discovering and tracking near-Earth asteroids at the rate of 100,000 per year within
the next 10 years.
U.S. space shuttle astronaut Ed Lu said
that the hurdle to protecting the Earth from
asteroids is not a lack of knowledge about
how to deflect them but the fact that “we
don’t know where they are. We haven’t accurately tracked them.” Lu is cofounder and
CEO of the Sentinel Mission, a privately
funded space-based infrared survey project
to discover and catalog large asteroids in
Earth’s region of the solar system.
“Lots of good work has been done so far
in identifying the very, very largest asteroids,” Lu said. “The challenge that is in
front of us today is for us, as a community,
to figure out how to find the rest of them.
How do we step up our game by a factor of
100? That’s our aspirational goal. Let’s do
100% better than we are doing now at finding these asteroids. That will give us a fighting chance. That will be what will allow us
to be smarter than the dinosaurs,” he said.
Lu explained that between $40 and
$50 million is spent globally per year to
find and track asteroids, primarily through

NASA but also through the European Space
Agency (ESA) and private organizations.
“All of these together are finding about
1000 near-Earth objects each year. When
you stack it up against the million, it illustrates the challenge that we face,” he said,
adding that the full cost to meet the challenge depends on how it is solved. “There
is a recognition that we need to do something different than what we are doing
today, more than what we are doing today.
Likely, we are going to have to go to spacebased detection systems rather than systems on the ground to have such a great
increase” in detection.

Increasing Scientific and Public Concern
At the 3 December briefing, U.S. Apollo 9
astronaut Rusty Schweickart said that scientific and public concern about potential
hazards from near-Earth objects (NEOs) has
increased substantially over the past several
decades. He said, for instance, that when the
comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 collided with Jupiter in 1994, the event led to congressional
concerns and to Congress challenging NASA
to discover most of the large potentially damaging NEOs. Schweickart, who is cofounder
of the Sentinel Mission, added that the asteroid that entered Earth’s atmosphere above
Chelyabinsk, Russia, in 2013 was a more
recent wake-up call that drew global attention. “Seven billion people basically suddenly
realized that these objects really can do
harm and hurt people,” he said.
In an interview with Eos, Schweickart said that as more people understand
the issue and the threat from NEOs, governments are likely to be more responsive. However, he said that governments
face several challenges, including whether
nations would work together to nudge a
potentially hazardous NEO from striking

Max Alexander

Group Calls for More Focus
on Potentially Hazardous Asteroids

(left to right) Lord Martin Rees, astronomer royal and emeritus professor of cosmology and
astronomy at the University of Cambridge; filmmaker Grigorij Richters; and astrophysicist Brian
May, lead guitarist for the rock group Queen, at a 3 December briefing on potentially hazardous
asteroids.
the Earth, particularly if doing so meant
that the asteroid impact point would be
dragged across a nation’s territory in an
effort to deflect the asteroid away from
Earth. “It’s a very difficult geopolitical decision to make,” he said. “It’s a binary decision, but it involves millions of people in
terms of increasing their risk—hopefully
temporarily increasing their risk—in order
to eliminate the risk for everybody.”
Schweickart praised NASA for its work
in detecting and tracking NEOs. NASA’s
NEO Observations Program has identified
more than 96% of asteroids that are 1 kilometer in diameter or larger, and the program’s current objective is to identify 90%
of NEOs larger than 140 meters in diameter,
according to the agency. NASA’s asteroid
grand challenge, announced in June 2013,
is focused on “finding all asteroid threats to
human populations and knowing what to
do about them,” according to NASA.
However, Schweickart told Eos that planetary defense “is a public safety issue. This
is not science.” He said that NASA’s charter
does not include protecting the Earth from
asteroid impacts. Therefore, he continued,

“NASA doesn’t ask for budgetary allocations
to do that job. Their budgets support science
and exploration, and if they get a job to do
some planetary defense like finding asteroids, they have to ‘rob Peter to pay Paul.’”

Where Do the Funds Come From?
A 2010 report by the NASA Advisory
Council’s Ad Hoc Task Force on Planetary
Defense, cochaired by Schweickart, found
that a planetary defense program likely
would require about $250–$300 million
over the next decade for NASA to meet a
congressionally mandated goal of identifying potentially hazardous asteroids that are
140 meters in diameter or larger, to execute
selected missions, and to develop and demonstrate asteroid deflection capabilities.
That cost would drop to about $50–$75 million annually after the search for potentially
hazardous objects is substantially completed, according to the report.
Schweickart said the amount of money
would be a small part of NASA’s budget
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Estuaries May Face Increased Parasitism
as Sea Levels Rise

News
“to solve a huge problem that the public literally cares about. I mean, I’d like to
know whether there is an ocean under the
ice in Europa, but I’d put that in the category of scientific mind candy. It’s great. I
love it, and people do. They’re fascinated
by it. But when it comes to that versus
public safety and literally millions of people being killed, there’s just no question
where the priority ought to be, and that’s
the issue. But unless the White House and
the Congress assign that responsibility to
NASA, then you can’t really blame NASA.
It’s not NASA’s fault. This is not a government priority, not only here in the United
States but anywhere.”
Others at the briefing also focused on the
potential hazards and expressed hope that
accelerating the efforts to discover and track
asteroids will make a difference in protecting the planet. “We have got a huge bridge
to cross in order to become sufficiently
aware of what’s coming at us [and] to be
able to prepare,” said astrophysicist Brian
May at the briefing.
May, who is lead guitarist for the rock
music group Queen, said that despite the
potential threat from NEOs, he saw signs
of optimism, including the ESA Rosetta
mission’s successful landing in November of a probe on Comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko. “We now do have the technology probably to avert a disaster. The Rosetta
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Apollo 9 astronaut Rusty Schweickart at the
briefing.
mission has successfully demonstrated that
humanity can successfully rendezvous with
an asteroid. It’s then quite a short step to
apply a little bit of correction to its orbit—
supposing it is going to impact the Earth—to
make sure it passes by without causing us a
catastrophe.”
For more information, see http://
asteroidday.org.
—rAndy shoWsTACK, Staff Writer
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Invertebrates in estuaries could be at
a greater risk of parasitism as climate
change causes sea levels to rise. A new
paper published 8 December in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of
the United States of America (doi:10.1073/
pnas.1416747111) describes how rapid sea
level rise in the Holocene affected the
population of parasitic flatworms called
trematodes.
“We are creating conditions for trematodes to be very successful in estuarine
environments,” John Huntley, assistant professor of paleobiology at the University of
Missouri and lead author on the paper, told
Eos. This could have implications for both
human health and the health of the world’s
fi sheries, he explained.
While en route to their desired host,
which is often the digestive tract of birds
and mammals, modern-day trematodes first
infest invertebrates such as snails, crabs, or
clams. The trematodes do major damage
in these invertebrates by gobbling up protein-rich gonads or severely altering growth
rates. Some scientists have even speculated
that the parasite can affect behavior by
inducing clams to climb to the shore’s surface and crawl around on the sand, often
in plain view of hungry predators such as
seagulls, which provide the perfect home
for the trematode.
If trematodes behaved in the past the
same way they do now, shells of infected
clams would hold important information, Huntley recognized. The soft bodies
of trematodes do not leave physical fossils, but the infected clamshells develop
oval- shaped pits where the shell grew in
an attempt to keep the parasite out. Trematodes are the only parasite that leaves these
uniquely shaped pits, Huntley explained.
Could a record of pitted shells through
marine strata reflect past environmental
changes?
While studying how climate change
affects the fossil record, Huntley previously analyzed clamshells from a core in
the Adriatic Sea and found that as sea level
rose, concentrations of infected shells also
rose. In the new paper, he took advantage
of previous researchers’ use of radiocarbon
dating in China’s Pearl River Delta that provided a highly detailed description of environmental changes through the last 10,000
years.

Huntley found that from the time sea levels rose and flooded river valleys to about
300 years later when sea level had reached
its maximum height, the prevalence of
trematodes— evidenced by the rising numbers of pitted clamshells in subsequent layers of strata— significantly increased. This
pattern matched his previous research in
marine environments in Italy.
“If we see a similar pattern in a completely different setting, really quite far
away in the Adriatic, in a marine setting,
that seems to speak of perhaps a more
broadly applicable phenomenon,” he said.
“The clear temporal covariation between
parasite prevalence and indirect measures
of sea level change is a clear warning sign
that current ongoing climate change can
potentially impact marine parasitic diseases and alter their effects on populations,
communities, and food webs,” said Robert
Poulin, head of the Evolution and Ecological Parasitology research group at the University of Otago in New Zealand; he was
not involved in the research.
“I cannot think of any comparable longterm data set that provides this sort of compelling evidence,” Poulin continued.
Poulin said that the research could
expand to consider how the populations
of the parasite’s final hosts—in particular,
some bird species—changed during that
time as well. However, Huntley noted that
finding a good proxy to document such
effects may prove tricky.
Other next steps include documenting
how increases in temperature and the overall productivity of the environment affected
the prevalence and geographic spread of
the parasite.
“Predicting the future is a difficult game,”
Huntley said; to anticipate what changes
may come, “we have any number of natural experiments in Earth’s history with climate change and biotic responses on any
manner of scales. We can actually go back
into the fossil record and see how the biota
responded in the past to various environmental perturbations.” Armed with this
information, communities may be able to
better prepare for future changes.
—JoAnnA Wendel, Staff Writer
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In Brief
Research shines light on asthenosphere’s contribution to hot spots The
asthenosphere—the weak, ductile layer
that underlies the Earth’s crust—may play
a larger role in tectonic activities, including
those that cause midplate volcanism known
as hot spots, than previously thought.
A new paper published in the 4 December
issue of Science (doi:10.1126/science.1261831)
examines the prevailing theory about hot
spots, namely, that they are fueled by narrow plumes of magma originating at the
core-mantle boundary. The new paper discusses an alternative theory—that the asthenosphere plays a larger role.
“What’s going on in the asthenosphere is
probably more important toward our understanding of hot spots than continuing to
search for conduits to the deep mantle,” Scott
King, professor of geophysics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and
coauthor on the paper, told Eos.
There are some inconsistencies with the
plume theory, King explained. For instance,
when a weak, low-viscosity layer like the
asthenosphere is added to three-dimensional spherical models of the Earth, what
researchers see is not the many narrow
plumes rising from the core-mantle boundary but, instead, one or two large upwellings
of hot material.
“[This] causes you to rethink the sort of
mental picture of the Earth,” King said, “and
whatever it is that causes hot spots doesn’t
come from core-boundary regions in terms
of plumes.”
King also explained that lava from hot
spots does not exhibit the same extensive mixing as lava from mid-ocean ridges
because it interacts with the asthenosphere
as it rises to the surface.
“We think that has more to say [about]
mixing in the asthenosphere than it does
about a different source coming from a significantly different part of the Earth,” King
said.
Some scientists disagree with this alternative theory.
Barbara Romanowicz, professor of geophysics and director of the Seismological
Laboratory at the University of California,
Berkeley, said that although it is important to

consider the role of the asthenosphere, it may
not be the answer to what fuels hot spots.
“I don’t think that the fact that the asthenosphere is active [and] is producing the
melt that is needed for hot spots necessarily rules out the existence of deep mantle
plumes,” Romanowicz told Eos, “I think
more work should be done at the fine scale
to elucidate what’s going on.”
“The community needs to kind of take a
step back and recognize that understanding
the processes in the asthenosphere is incredibly important to understanding what’s going
on at hot spots,” King said. “[The asthenosphere] has been particularly underappreciated in terms of its importance.”
Editor’s note: Don L. Anderson, the paper’s
lead author, passed away a few days before
its publication. See “In Memoriam,” Eos,
95(49), 457, doi:10.1002/2014EO490005.
New data aid estimate of ocean’s plastic content Experts estimate that 5.25 trillion plastic particles—weighing in at nearly
269,000 tons—are floating in the world’s
oceans. A new paper in the open access
journal PLOS ONE (doi:10.1371/journal.pone
.011191) about the abundance of plastic in the
oceans combines data from 24 expeditions
between 2007 and 2013. These expeditions
cover all five subtropical gyres—areas of high
pressure where seawater churns and sinks—
as well as Australian coastal waters, the Bay
of Bengal, and even the Mediterranean Sea.
Using data about the abundance of microplastics dredged up in nets and visual sightings of large plastics, the researchers created a numerical model that estimated the
total extent of plastics in the ocean. They
found that larger plastics populate coastal
waters, whereas microplastics are more
common in remote regions, even reaching
as far as subpolar gyres. This distribution
pattern may be a clue about a larger degradation pattern that plastics face when they
enter the world’s oceans.
“Our findings show that the garbage
patches in the middle of the five subtropical
gyres are not the final resting places for the
world’s floating plastic trash. The endgame
for microplastic is interactions with entire
ocean ecosystems,” said Marcus Eriksen,
research director of the 5 Gyres Institute.
—JoAnna Wendel, Staff Writer
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Realizing the Value of a National Asset:
Scientific Data
“We have a shared responsibility to
create and implement strategies to realize the full potential of digital information for present and future generations,”
according to the Electronic Geophysical
Year (eGY) Declaration [CoBabe-‐A mmann
et al., 2007]
Seven years have passed since the eGY
declaration, and, despite national mandates and agency-‐w ide policies on data
sharing, we remain mired in the challenges of dealing with scientific data. A
coordinated effort at the highest level is
needed to allow the Earth sciences to
fully capitalize on the unfolding data revolution and to best serve society. This
Forum outlines the challenges and opportunities related to Earth science data
and proposes a path forward: creating
a National Research Council study that
will provide high-level strategic guidance
to effectively and efficiently address the
grand data challenges.

Science Data Infrastructure:
Challenges and Opportunities
Data, the core of any scientific
endeavor, are valuable national assets.
Over the past 2 decades, Earth scientists,
data scientists, business leaders, and the
U.S. government have made important
strides in tackling scientific data problems
by harnessing big data, changing computational paradigms, and instituting sociologic changes in the practice of science
data management.

Harnessing Big Data for Societal Benefits
“Pasteur’s quadrant” describes the class
of scientific research motivated by both
societal and scientific needs. Earth science
research falls into this category because
it has implications for applications that
can yield profound societal benefit. Sensors, satellites, drones, and other devices
are cheaper and more ubiquitous than ever
before. As the world is increasingly monitored, enormous data collections are accumulating in government, academic, and
industry databases. NASA’s Global Change
Master Directory alone describes more than
31,000 Earth science data sets and services
from NASA and other agency and international sources. Some of these data sets
could be valuable for research far beyond
their original point of collection and for
purposes other than their original intent.
However, the difficulty of finding and using
data properly is a barrier to realizing these
benefits.
Maximizing the usefulness of these collections presents challenges throughout

the entire data life cycle, including planning, collection, storage, documentation,
maintenance, and preservation. Focusing
on data from the beginning could yield
significant payoffs in important areas such
as security of energy, water, and food.
The new decadal survey missions from
NASA are a positive step. As part of mission planning, NASA held several applications workshops informing the applications community of the upcoming capabilities and preparing users for data from
the missions.

Capitalizing on Computational Advances
We are making progress in technologies for finding, understanding, mining,
integrating, analyzing, and sharing data.
Our computational and storage capacity has exploded as processors become
increasingly powerful and innovative
new software is deployed. However, the
impact is limited because of interface
mismatches in data formats, time representation, terminologies, and vocabularies, absence of metadata standards and
practices, etc. Establishing and infusing the right combination of tools, standards, and best practices in a coherent
way into diverse disciplines, including
the various science domains, as well as
computer, library, information, and social
sciences, could mitigate much of this
impedance. For example, the establishment of domain ontologies could greatly
improve cross-‐domain data discovery and
understanding.
One compelling vision is that of an
“executable publication,” where readers
can follow links in a scientific publication
to acquire primary data and execute code
to verify research results [Giordani, 2013].
Sharing data and metadata as “nanopublications,” components of the scientific process, would enable this vision while providing a mechanism for attributing credit
to data creators or editors.

Changing the Practice of Science
Scientists work in increasingly fluid
funding environments on projects that
span traditional discipline and organizational boundaries. Solitary science is giving way to large-‐s cale collaborations seeking breakthroughs not attainable by individual or simply additive efforts. Free and
open data, open source software, open
access publishing, citizen science, and
crowdsourcing provide new entry paths
to science. Transparency, reproducibility,

Forum
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•• National Consortium for Data Science
(NCDS)
However, these necessary efforts
are insufficient. Data management and
stewardship problems continue to be
addressed piecemeal. Each organization
responds to its own needs with its own
data standards and policies, leading to an
unorganized duplication of effort while
not comprehensively addressing economic, cultural, transdisciplinary, and
cross-‐s ector issues.

and accountability have become highly
important as scientific claims are made
and challenged. Recent directives aimed
at “opening up” many government data
sources reinforce this trend.
One fundamental barrier is the lack of
an economic model that sustains data-‐
related activities, resulting in tension
between performing science and creating science data infrastructure. At the 2013
AGU Fall Meeting, NASA Chief Scientist
Ellen Stofan illustrated this point, saying
that NASA was expected to do more with
less. Data center managers across agencies have anecdotally expressed the same
perception.

Charting a Path Forward
Members of ESIP and representatives
from NRC have met regularly since January
2013 (http://commons.esipfed.org/node/
695) to deliberate on a high-‐level study
to provide the unifying vision needed to
coherently address our grand data challenges. A plenary discussion at the summer 2013 ESIP meeting (http://commons
.esipfed.org/node/1536) and a workshop
at the January 2014 ESIP meeting [Wilson
et al., 2014] brought these issues into focus
as panelists and participants considered a
possible NRC study on data developments,
practices, and economics in the Earth sciences. The workshop concluded that an
NRC-‐led study could set research priorities
for scientific data management, including
sustainable economic models for scientific data infrastructure, helping the United
States maintain its position as a global scientific leader.
NRC is the logical coordinator to develop
a unified vision for transforming our data
challenges into scientific opportunities. As
the operating arm of the National Academy

Important Efforts to Date
Many organizations, initiatives, and
advisory groups have made important
strides toward solving our data challenges, including the following:
•• The Blue Ribbon Task Force on Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access
•• Cooperation EU-‐U S (COOPEUS)
•• Data.gov
•• EarthCube
•• Federation of Earth Science Information Partners (ESIP)
•• National Research Council (NRC)
•• NASA’s Earth Science Data System
Working Groups
•• NOAA’s Environmental Data Management Committee
•• Research Data Alliance
•• Sustainable Digital Data Preservation
and Access Network Partner (DataNet)
and its funded projects, such as DataONE
and Terra Populus

What’s on the Web?
Read the latest offerings from the AGU Blogosphere:

The Landslide Blog: “Domkar Monastery
landslide: The (non-)evolution of a failure”
(http://ow.ly/FmkMg)
Dan’s Wild Wild Science Journal:
“Hole punch clouds over Maryland”
(http://ow.ly/Fqbwf)
Mountain Beltway: “Friday folds from
the Shenandoah River” (http://ow.ly/Fs9r9)
GeoSpace: “Mixing waters up in the
Southern Ocean” (http://ow.ly/FbnSq)

We acknowledge ESIP July 2013 Workshop panelists Dan Baker (Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics), Stan
Ahalt (Renaissance Computing Institute),
Todd Vision (University of North Carolina,
NESCent), and Michael Tiemann (RedHat); the ESIP Data Study Working Group;
Anne Johnson; and the Eos editors and
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Aspen Global Change Institute Session on Frontiers of Global Change Science;
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In the GeoSpace blog, Bangor University’s Elinor Elis-Williams reports on new research that
has, for the first time, identified a new process
that contributes to the upwelling of abyssal
water in the Southern Ocean—a key component of the global overturning circulation. Scientists researching this returned to the Antarctic Peninsula aboard RRS James Clark Ross
earlier this year to deploy an Electromagnetic
Autonomous Profiling Explorer (EM-APEX)
float in the hope of observing more mixing.
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Twenty-Five Years of Interdisciplinary
Global Change Science

Jess Mead Silvester

The Plainspoken Scientist: “‘Yes, and’
… How improvisational acting improves
your communication skills” (http://ow.ly/
FmgKw)

of Sciences, NRC can ensure that the concerns and needs of all stakeholders—
including the private sector, academic
researchers, government agencies, and policy makers—are heard and integrated into
the overarching vision. With its longstanding role as the central forum and voice of
the scientific community, NRC is uniquely
capable of drawing upon the top echelon of
scientific leaders to guide visionary science
and chart a path forward through targeted
research investments, cultural changes,
and strategic coalitions. NRC has a strong
track record of informing priorities in the
federal agencies, executive branch leadership, and Congress.
To fully realize the value of data, it will
take all of us. In your own research, we’d
encourage you to consider the importance
of science data infrastructure and make
data management and preservation a part
of your workflow. The ESIP Data Study
Working Group is open to any interested
Earth scientist (http://w iki.esipfed.org/
index.php/Data_ Study_Working _Group).
At the upcoming ESIP winter meeting, we
will continue to work with NRC on the
next steps for this report (http://commons
.e sipfed.org/taxonomy/term/1482). We look
forward to working together to solve these
problems and more effectively channel our
resources into a new wave of discovery and
innovation.

An interdisciplinary approach to global
change research is required for scientific
advances that are both fundamental and
relevant to real-world problems. The Aspen
Global Change Institute (AGCI), under the
leadership of director John Katzenberger,
has provided global leadership for such
interdisciplinary science over the past
25 years. From its first workshop, AGCI
has brought together physical and social
scientists researching the drivers of
change, Earth system response, natural
and human system impacts, and options for
risk management. The sessions are small
(usually around 30 participants), held in a
retreat-like setting (recently in a tent near a
stream), and long enough (a week or more)
to allow communication, reflection, and
planning. Landmark AGCI science sessions
have frequently set the course of future
global change research.
In that spirit, an August 2014 session
brought together an interdisciplinary
combination of early and established
career scientists to formulate a list of future
research topics that constitute the frontiers
of global change research. These frontiers
form a vision for global change research
for the next 20 years. An overarching theme
was the increasing need for advancing
fundamental knowledge along with
decision relevance. Progress will require
greater coordination and integration of
natural, social, and engineering sciences
and the humanities.
Some of the research will continue to
address familiar topics in new ways that
take such coordination and integration into
account. These include climate extremes,
vulnerability, and societal resilience; cities
and urbanization; ecosystem thresholds
and adaptation (for systems such as
coral reefs under dire threat); ecological
intensification of food production and
nutrition; integration of mitigation and
adaptation strategies; decision support
science using scenarios, probabilistic
analysis, robust decision making, and
other approaches; systems (instead of

single infrastructures) analysis of risk and
resilience; multicriteria approaches for
valuing impacts considering extremes,
transition costs, and other factors; and
burden sharing and intergenerational equity.
The frontiers of global change science are
intended to address problems that are seen
as increasingly complex and connected.
The current focus on climate will broaden
to global environmental change. One of
the goals of the session was to broaden
the study of climate change to global
environmental change. The vision for
integrated Earth system modeling includes
a hierarchy of models, from complex, high-
resolution to reduced forms that can be
integrated as required to address specific
science questions and decision needs,
providing improved insight and uncertainty
characterization. Decadal climate prediction,
from monthly to seasonal to decadal, will
connect near-term science information
to user needs within the credible limits
of predictability. Observations of natural
and human systems will be increasingly
coordinated and cohesive.
Research will improve approaches
to coproduction of usable science that
engages researchers, practitioners, and
“bridge builders”/“science translators”
trained and rewarded for communication
and interdisciplinarity. The next generation
will see an expanded influence of women
researchers in global change science. Also,
there will be a growing role for citizen
science and knowledge management, with
the associated need for standards and
metrics.
We acknowledge the contributions of the
session’s 33 participants and the agency
sponsors: NASA, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, and
the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme.
—Gerald A. Meehl, National Center for
Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo.; email:
meehl@ucar.edu; and Richard Moss, Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Wash.
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ABOUT AGU
Big Data and Quantifying Variability
Top Scientific Trends List
How will big data change the way
research is conducted? What kind of impact
will an increasing focus on interdisciplinary
and transdicisplinary science have on funding and management models? How is the
need to quantify variability changing Earth
and space sciences? These questions are
indicative of just a few of the trends highlighted in a new report by AGU.
The report, Scientific Trends in the Earth
and Space Sciences, identifies a series of
crosscutting trends that will influence the
Earth and space sciences in the coming
years, as well as associated challenges and
opportunities. Authored by AGU’s 2014 Scientific Trends Task Force, it summarizes the
results of a global survey that was undertaken with the goal of guiding AGU’s formulation of policy, generation of new program
and business ideas, and ability to advise on
science-related issues. The report was also
intended to serve as a resource for the public.
The 12 themes identified are as follows:
• Utilizing and managing big data sets
• Advances in modeling
• Characterizing, reducing, and communicating uncertainty
• Quantifying variability
• The increase in inter-, multi-, and
trans-disciplinarity
• Climate change
• The growing demand for science for
society
• The increase in globalization of science
• New and innovative tools and
methodologies
• New funding sources and mechanisms
• Increased interest in planetary and
space sciences
• Increased interest in life in extreme
environments
The challenges and opportunities identified, which were based on the survey

data and additional sources, include the
following:
• Declining funding
• Preserving Earth resources; risk
reduction
• Increased politicization of science
• Communicating science to
nonscientists
• Growth of inter- multi- trans- disciplinary
science
As chair of the task force, I found that both
the trends and the challenges and opportunities illustrate commonalities across a large
number of scientific disciplines, which was
an unanticipated result. Also, in analyzing
the survey data, my fellow task force members noted that many of the identified trends
will require major changes in the way AGU
and its members go about their work.
For example, AGU will need to address
the funding, recognition, and career development challenges associated with increasing interdisciplinary research and education and application of Earth sciences. Also,
because of the dramatic change in the international demographics of its community,
AGU will need to focus more globally to
educate its membership about new methods
and technologies.
The increased connection anticipated
between Earth and space science and society means that AGU will need to help scientists be better communicators. This help will
have to include providing resources such as
educational programs and platforms, credentialing programs, etc., and focused outreach to students will be necessary. The
Union will also need to find ways to help
prepare students and early- career scientists
for the impact of these trends, including
developing new geoscience-related undergraduate curriculum ideas and refocusing
graduate programs.

The task force, which was composed of
22 members serving on AGU section and
focus group executive committees, collected information through an electronic
survey distributed to more than 50,000 AGU
scientists as well as representatives from
other scientific societies, funding agencies,
and chairs of relevant disciplinary surveys.
The survey yielded nearly 1200 responses,
including broad international and career
stage participation—with individuals from
the United States and Europe and mid- to
late- career scientists representing the largest
groups of survey respondents.
Survey respondents were asked a series
of open-ended questions, and the unstructured data were later analyzed through a
“coding” process that classified responses
into broad themes and categories in addition to the respondents’ self-identified scientific interest and discipline. Additional

data and information sources were also considered and used by the task force to analyze the trends survey results and formulate
the report; they are included in the report’s
appendices.
Results of the survey and the report are
now being considered by the AGU Council and Board and various committees.
The task force has recommended that AGU
update this scientific trends profile every
3 to 4 years as a service to the organization,
its membership, and the broader Earth and
space science community.
The report and additional information
about the project are available online at
http://about.agu.org/trends -earth-space
-science/.
—ChrisTy Till, 2014 AGU Scientific Trends Task
Force Chair; Arizona State University, Phoenix; email:
cbtill@asu.edu.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Atmospheric Sciences
Position Available NASA Headquarters, Science Mission Directorate, Earth Science
Division
AST, Earth Science Remote Sensing (Tropospheric Composition Program Manager)
Area of Consideration: Open to all qualified
U.S. Citizens.
Open from December 1 to December 31, 2014
NASA Headquarters is seeking qualified candidates for the position of Tropospheric Composition
Program Manager for the Research and Analysis
(R&A) Program within the Earth Science Division,
Science Mission Directorate. The R&A Program
advances earth system science through a combination of data acquisition, data analysis, theory, and
modeling, emphasizing the different components of
the Earth System and the interactions among them.
The program significantly relies on space based,
airborne, and surface based remotely sensed and
in-situ observations and pioneers the utilization of
NASA remote sensing data to advance understanding of the Earth System. More information about
NASA’s atmospheric compositionESI research may
be found at http://science.nasa.gov/earth-science/
focus-areas/atmospheric-composition//.
The Tropospheric Composition Program Manager provides overall leadership and strategy for
research related to the gas phase and particulate
composition of the Earth’s troposphere and the
processes that couple tropospheric composition to
that of the stratosphere above and surface below.
It includes management of research programs in
these areas, and service as program scientist for
relevant satellite missions, airborne campaigns,
and ground networks. The position includes
responsibility for coordinating NASA’s programs

Facsimile: +1-202-777-7478

with those of its interagency, national, and international partners.
The full announcement that contains additional
qualifications and application procedures is available via USAJobs Announcement HQ15B0014 or
click on http://www.usajobs.gov
For additional questions, contact Jack Kaye
(202-358-2559) or Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov.
To fulfill this responsibility requires knowledge
of Earth system science, with particular foci on the
atmospheric sciences, as well as strategic scientific
planning experience, leadership skills, and ability to interact with diverse constituencies for the
advancement of scientific research programs.
Job Announcement Number: HQ15B0014
Saint Louis University, a Catholic, Jesuit institution dedicated to student learning, research,
health care, and service, is seeking applicants
for a tenure-track faculty position in the Meteorology Program of the Department of Earth
and Atmospheric Sciences, to begin in the Fall
semester of 2015.
We seek applicants with established research
and teaching credentials in synoptic and operational meteorology, severe weather, and related
fields. Preferred candidates will have recognized
expertise in teaching at both graduate and undergraduate levels, as well as a track record of externally-supported research activity. Applicants must
possess a Ph.D. Degree in atmospheric science or
a closely-related field at the time of appointment.
The Department offers B.S, M.S., and Ph. D.
degrees in meteorology, as well as a range of
degrees in environmental science, geophysics,
and geology. Saint Louis University provides
numerous resources in support of teaching and
research. The Department maintains an extensive computing, communications, and observational infrastructure. For more details, visit the

Department website at http://www.slu.edu/x35834
.xml.
Applicants are invited to submit a two-page
statement of teaching, research, and professional
goals, a Curriculum Vitae, and the names and
complete contact information of at least four references. This material may be submitted online at
https://jobs.slu.edu. Further inquiries may be sent
to metsearch@eas.slu.edu. Review of applications
will begin on January 26, 2015, and continue until
the position is filled.
Saint Louis University is an Affirmative Action,
Equal Opportunity Employer (AA/EOE), and
encourages nomination and application of women
and minorities.

Geochemistry
Research Scientist: Cosmochemistry
The Planetary Science section at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, CA is looking
to fill a position in an area relevant to future Mars
exploration missions.
We are primarily seeking to build upon JPL’s
existing strengths in Mars science with emphasis
on isotope geo-cosmochemistry including isotope
dating. The researcher will identify scientific questions and concepts to further our understanding
of the origin, history, and/or habitability of Mars or
related fields that can assist our understanding of
Mars. Research themes of interest include, but are
not limited to:
“The origin and early differentiation of Mars
and other solar system bodies using geochronology and/or non-traditional isotope systems.
“Understanding of surface and interior processes (e.g. mantle evolution) of a planetary body
using isotope geochemistry.
“Development of protocols for identifying scientifically interesting samples for future caching,
return, handling and analysis.
The ability to use analytical and theoretical
approaches to solving problems related to the
origin and evolution of Mars including the study of
results from orbital and in situ Martian measurements and/or extraterrestrial samples is essential.
It is expected that the candidate will pursue
new missions and/or investigations for Mars
exploration through advocacy and outreach
within the scientific and stakeholder community.
This pursuit will involve design development and
operations strategies, working closely with science and engineering teams at JPL. The candidate
is expected to have a Ph.D. degree in geoscience,
planetary science, or related scientific discipline
with advanced knowledge and demonstrated
experience in conceiving, defining, and conducting independent scientific research. Candidates
should have demonstrated or potential strength in
leadership.

To view the full job description and apply to
this position, please visit: http://careerlaunch.jpl
.nasa.gov, (see Requisition #2014-4314). Candidates
should submit a CV that includes a list of publications and an introductory cover letter (no more
than 2 pages) that includes research, research
goals and the names and contact information of
references. JPL/Caltech is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action employer.
Research Scientist: Mars Sample Science/
Astrobiology
The Planetary Science section at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, CA is looking
to fill a position in an area relevant to future Mars
exploration missions.
We are primarily seeking to build upon JPL’s
existing strengths in Mars science in the areas
of Mars sample science and/or astrobiology,
which could include inorganic geochemistry, low
temperature mineralogy, sedimentary petrology,
sedimentology, and/or stable isotope geochemistry.
The researcher will identify scientific questions and
concepts to further our understanding of the origin, history, and/or habitability of Mars. Research
themes of interest include, but are not limited to:
“Identification of liquid water-related geochemical processes on Mars.
“Identification of ancient terrestrial biosignatures and the evolution of life on Earth as it relates
to potential Martian life.
“Development of protocols for identifying scientifically interesting samples for future caching,
return, handling and analysis.
The ability to use analytical and theoretical
approaches to solving problems related to the
origin and evolution of Mars, including the study
of results from orbital and in situ Martian measurements and/or extraterrestrial samples, is essential.
It is expected that the candidate will aid in the
development of sample science capabilities for the
Mars exploration program and pursue new mission
and/or instrument opportunities through advocacy
and outreach within the scientific and stakeholder
community. This pursuit will involve design development and operations strategies, working closely
with science and engineering teams at JPL. The
candidate is expected to have a Ph.D. degree in
geoscience, planetary science, or related scientific
discipline with advanced knowledge and demonstrated experience in conceiving, defining, and
conducting independent scientific research. Field
and laboratory experience is preferred, and candidates should have a demonstrated or potential
strength in leadership.
To view the full job description and apply to
this position, please visit: http://careerlaunch.jpl
.nasa.gov, (see Requisition #2014-4316). Candidates
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should submit a CV that includes a list of publications and an introductory cover letter (no more
than 2 pages) that includes research, research
goals and the names and contact information of
references. JPL/Caltech is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action employer.

Ocean Sciences
FACULTY POSITION PHYSICAL
OCEANOGRAPHER
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF
OCEANOGRAPHY
The University of Washington School of Oceanography invites applications for a tenure-track
Assistant Professor. In particular we seek a physical
oceanographer with strong observational interests.
Research methods can include sea-going work,
instrument development, autonomous platforms,
observatories, or remote sensing, and are not limited to these. The applicant’s research focus may
be at any scale, from coastal to global, from mixing
to climate. Applicants should demonstrate interest
in interdisciplinary collaboration, and complement
the research of our current faculty. The successful applicant will be expected to contribute to the
teaching mission of the department at both the
graduate and undergraduate levels. The University
of Washington promotes diversity and inclusivity among our students, faculty, staff, and public;
we seek applicants who are committed to these
principles.
Questions pertaining to this search can be
addressed to Dr. Parker MacCready, Search Committee Chair (pmacc@uw.edu). More information
on the School of Oceanography can be found at
http://ocean.washington.edu.
This position is full-time and multi-year. University of Washington faculty engage in teaching,
research and service. A Ph.D. or foreign equivalent
is required on the date of appointment. Applicants
should submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae with
publication list, statements of research and teaching interests with reference to diversity/inclusivity,
and the names and contact information of four
references. Electronic materials are preferred; send
to armbrust@uw.edu with Assistant Professor Position in the subject line. Hard copies can be sent to
Ms. Su Tipple, School of Oceanography, University
of Washington, Box 357940, Seattle, WA, 98195.
Applications should be received prior to January
15, 2015, to ensure full consideration.
University of Washington is an affirmative
action, equal opportunity employer. All qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to, among other things, race,
religion, color, national origin, sex, age, status as
protected veterans, or status as qualified individuals with disabilities. The University of Washington
is recognized for supporting the work-life balance
of its faculty.
Faculty Positions in the Department of Geological Oceanography? Xiamen University,
China
Xiamen University (XMU) is located in the
city of Xiamen, a “garden on the sea” in southern
China, and has established a new Department of
Geological Oceanography as part of the College
of Ocean and Earth Sciences (http://coe.xmu
.edu.cn/) that offers undergraduate and graduate
degrees. The college is one of the top oceanographic programs in China. We are also building
a 3600-ton (78 m) research vessel and a marine
station for cutting-edge education and research
in oceanography. XMU envisions the development
of a world-class program in Geological Oceanography with focus on interdisciplinary studies of
sediment processes and the sedimentary record
in China’s unique marginal seas.
POSITION ONE: HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
We are seeking applications from international scientists for the position of the head of the
department. The search will remain open until the
position is filled.
Duties:
1. Be in charge of the organization and general operation of the Geological Oceanography
Department, formulating and implementing the
strategy in the development of the Geological
Oceanography discipline, and leading the Department towards growth and excellence.
2. Be responsible for building up a strong
teaching and research team; and improving the
overall academic level of the team in such efforts
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as devising a long-term team-building plan,
recruiting high-level talents, cultivating young
researchers and enhancing teamwork.
3. Explore new approach for talent cultivation
and nurture talents with creative thinking.
Qualifications:
1. The applicant should hold a doctoral degree
and a full professorship (or an equivalent position)
in a prominent overseas university (or research
institutes).
2. The candidate may be a specialist in any
field related to geological oceanography, including
(but not exclusively): sedimentology, sedimentary
geochemistry, sediment transport, seismic stratigraphy, sediment acoustics, geotechnology, remote
sensing, and numerical modeling of sediment
transport and sedimentation.
3. Overseas experience (study or work) is
required for this position. The candidate should
have international perspective, strategic and creative thinking on the discipline development.
4. The candidate is expected to have distinguished academic credentials and international
recognition for his/her achievements in research,
scholarship and teaching.
5. The candidate should have a proven record
of high-level administrative and leadership experience in a university setting, such as a department,
a research institute or a laboratory, and will be
able to take charge of teaching, research, teambuilding, discipline development, social services
and administration.
Salary and Benefits:
1. Contract term: 4 years;
2. Annual Salary: 600K-900K RMB (1 US$~ 6.18
CYN) ?
3. Other benefits and issues can be negotiated.
POSITION TWO: FACULTY MEMBERS
We are seeking applications from international
scientists for up to 15 faculty positions. The search
will remain open until positions are filled.
Duties:
1. To teach undergraduate and graduate courses in a full English or bi-lingual capacity;
2. Be capable to obtain university and outside
funding to establish their own research laboratories and facilities and build a research program of
global interests;
3. Be able to participate in research cruises.
Qualifications:
1. Applicants must hold a doctoral degree in
any field related to geological oceanography, and
be a specialist in any field related to geological
oceanography, including (but not exclusively): sedimentology, sedimentary geochemistry, sediment
transport, seismic stratigraphy, sediment acoustics,
geotechnology, remote sensing, and numerical
modeling of sediment transport and sedimentation.
2. The applicants should be able to work across
disciplinary boundaries, and have essential qualities for teamwork.
3. The rank of the appointment will be commensurate with the applicant’s qualifications and
experiences.
Salary and Benefits:
1. Contract term: 3 years for assistant professor;
5 years for associate professor and full professor.
2. The appointment system will be applied to
the successful candidates. The selected candidates
will receive the standard compensation for the
faculty members of Xiamen University at the same
rank.
HOW TO APPLY
Interested applicants should send a cover letter
indicating the intent of the application (department
head or faculty), his/her CV, contact information for
3-5 references, a statement of purpose that includes
courses intended to teach and research interests
and professional goals, and other supporting materials for the evaluation process to the Dean, Prof.
Kejian Wang (wkjian@xmu.edu.cn).
National Science Foundation (NSF) Arlington,
VA 22230 Physical Science Administrator (Program Director) Division of Ocean Sciences
The NSF is seeking candidate(s) for a Program
Director within the Marine Geology and Geophysics Program (MGG), Division of Ocean Sciences
(OCE), Directorate for Geosciences (GEO), Arlington VA. The Marine Geology and Geophysics
Program supports research in all aspects of the
geology and geophysics of the ocean basins,
seafloor, subseafloor, and continental margins
as well as that of the Great Lakes. The successful
candidate will manage a portfolio of research in

marine geophysics, including research relating
to: the structure and tectonic evolution of the
oceanic lithosphere and its associated volcanic,
magmatic, hydrothermal, and earthquake activity; the tectonics and morphology of the seafloor
and the geodynamic processes that create it; and
subseafloor fluid flow that controls the exchange of
heat and chemical species between seawater, abyssal ecosystems, and ocean crust. These topics will
be balanced within the broader Marine Geology
and Geophysics Program purview, which includes:
the genesis, evolution, deposition, erosion, and
transport of sediments in ocean basins and on
the continental shelves; and past ocean states and
associated climates derived from marine archives.
The OCE Division supports basic research and education to further understanding of all aspects of the
global oceans and their interactions with the earth
and the atmosphere. More information about OCE
and Marine Geology and Geophysics and its programs can be found at http://www.geo.nsf.gov/oce.
The individual selected for this position will
serve as a Program Director. Duties of this position
include: Working as part of the Marine Geology
and Geophysics team to manage an externally
reviewed proposal-driven grants program, allocate resources to meet a spectrum of program
goals, and participate in Division, Directorate, and
Agency interdisciplinary programs and activities
that require an understanding science and scientific impacts across various fields in the geosciences; Managing program resources in a manner
that ensures integrity and consistency in the merit
review, cooperative agreement, and grant/declination process; Maintaining a healthy balance of support for the needs of the US academic research and
education enterprise through Program, Division,
Directorate, Foundation, and/or interagency activities; Establishing contacts and maintaining active
involvement with Marine Geology and Geophysics
communities and maintaining familiarity with current marine geophysical and broader marine geological research. Also serving as a program contact
for issues and questions related to marine geophysics; Pursuing individual research as workload and
travel funds permit; and Overseeing NSF-funded
marine geophysical infrastructure, coordinating
closely as needed with the Division of Ocean Sciences facilities group on assets such as the Ocean
Bottom Seismograph Instrument Pool, R/V Langseth, and marine geophysics data centers.
Candidates must have a Ph.D. in marine geophysics or relevant discipline, plus after award of
the Ph.D., six or more years of successful research
experience, research administration, and/or substantial managerial experience in academe, industry, or government.
Individuals interested in applying for this
vacancy should submit their materials to announcement OCE-2015-0002 - Permanent & OCE-2015-0003
- Rotator. The position requirements and application procedures are located on the NSF Home
Page at www.nsf.gov/about/career_opps/. Hearing
impaired individuals may call TDD 703-292-5090.
Applications must be received by January 28, 2015.
NSF is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Visiting Assistant Professor of Oceanography
Bowdoin College Department of Earth and
Oceanographic Science seeks a one-year, fulltime, Visiting Assistant Professor to teach three
oceanography courses plus field/lab sections. Ph.D.
required. Starts July 2015. Review of applications
begins December 1, 2014. Search committee members available at the Fall AGU meeting. Visit https://
careers.bowdoin.edu to apply. Bowdoin College is
committed to equality through Affirmative Action,
and is an equal opportunity employer.

Solid Earth Geophysics
DIRECTOR AND ENDOWED CHAIR, ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS AND GEOECOLOGY
INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
The College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences (CNAS) invites applications for a tenured senior
rank position for Director of the new Environmental Dynamics and GeoEcology (EDGE) Institute.
The position will occupy a newly endowed chair
and will include a tenured faculty position in one
of the departments of CNAS. The successful candidate will lead a diverse group of faculty working
in environmental change, global change biology,
paleoecology, earth sciences, and conservation
biology over both deep and contemporary time
scales. The successful candidate will be expected
to strengthen interdisciplinary collaborations,
develop new funding initiatives, and become fully

engaged in the research and teaching mission of
the institute and the college.
The candidate is expected to develop an independent and innovative research program exploring the impacts and mechanisms of environmental
change in arid or semi-arid regions. Appropriate
areas of expertise include, but are not limited to:
geological/geochemical approaches to address the
patterns and drivers of climatic and paleoclimatic
change, arid land dynamics, desertification or
the global change processes related to arid land
expansion, landscape ecology, biogeography or
ecosystem ecology in the context of global change.
Applications must include a curriculum vita,
statements of research and teaching interests,
a perspective on leadership for a new institute,
and full contact information for three to five referees. All application materials must be submitted
through AP Recruit at:.
https://aprecruit.ucr.edu/apply/JPF00236.
For more information about the position, please
contact Prof. Mary Droser, Chair EDGE Institute
Director Search, Department of Earth Sciences,
University of California, Riverside, California. 92521.
E-mail contact: mary.droser@ucr.edu. Review of
applications will begin December 15, 2014 and will
continue until the position is filled. Information
about EDGE and the College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences at UCR is available at http://edge
.ucr.edu and http://cnas.ucr.edu
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The University of California is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity employer. All qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, age, disability, protected veteran
status, or any other characteristic protected by law.
Post Doc in Radiogenic Isotopes, Washington
State University
The Radiogenic Isotope and Geochronology
Laboratory (RIGL) in the School of the Environment at Washington State University is accepting
applications for a post-doc in radiogenic isotope
geochemistry. Research focus is open, but preference will be given to those applicants interested in
geochronology and isotope geochemistry applied
to accessory minerals, particularly, zircon, garnet,
monazite, and apatite.
To be considered for the position, applications
must include a cover letter describing research
interests, curriculum vitae, and contact information for 3 professional references. Apply online
through WSU Human Resources at http://wsujobs
.com. Applications will be reviewed as soon as
they are received and will be accepted until the
position is filled. Please direct inquiries and applications to Jeff Vervoort (vervoort@wsu.edu), SoE,
Washington State University, Pullman, WA. 99163.
Washington State University is an EE/AA Educator
and Employer.
Tenure Track Asst Professor of Structural
Seismology University of California, Riverside
Department of Earth Sciences
FACULTY POSITION IN STRUCTURAL
SEISMOLOGY.
The Department of Earth Sciences at the University of California, Riverside, invites applications
for a faculty position in Structural Seismology at the
Assistant Professor level, available July 1, 2015.
Research
We seek a seismologist who conducts research
into the shallow structure of the Earth. We invite
applications from researchers who focus on
understanding the seismic structure of the Earth
on local, crustal and/or lithospheric scales, using
techniques including but not limited to reflection
and/or refraction seismology, receiver functions,
shear-wave splitting, travel time and/or ambient
noise tomography. We are particularly interested in
candidates who use these techniques to illuminate
fault structures. The successful candidate will be
expected to develop a research program complementary to our strengths in theoretical/numerical
modeling of earthquakes and fault systems, space
geodetic studies of crustal deformation, neotectonics, observational seismology, and experimental
and theoretical investigations of rheological properties as they pertain to earthquakes.
Teaching
A successful candidate must have a strong
commitment to excellence in both research and
teaching. Teaching responsibilities will include
undergraduate and graduate courses in or related
to the area of specialty.
Application
A Ph.D. in a relevant field and a proven ability to conduct innovative research are required.
Interested individuals should submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae and statements of research
and teaching interests online at: https://aprecruit
.ucr.edu/apply/JPF00277. The candidate is also
required to submit the details of 3-5 referees using
the APRecruit system. For additional information,
please contact the chair of the search committee, Dr. Gareth Funning: gareth.funning@ucr.edu.
Review of applications will begin January 15, 2015
and will continue until the position is filled. Salary will be commensurate with education and
experience.
Information about Earth Sciences at UCR is
available at http://earthsciences.ucr.edu; information about our Earthquake Processes and

Geophysics program can be found at http://ep.ucr.
edu. UCR is a core member of the Southern California Earthquake Center.
The University of California, Riverside is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All
qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, age, disability, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected
by law.

Space Physics
Jovian Magnetic Field and Magnetosphere
Postdoctoral Researcher
Applications are now being accepted for a
Postdoctoral Research Associate, funded through
the University of Maryland College Park (UMCP)
and the Center for Research and Exploration in
Space Science and Technology (CRESST), to work
in the Planetary Magnetospheres Laboratory of the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in the
area of Jupiter’s magnetic field and magnetosphere,
using data from the Juno (New Frontier) mission.
Additional details are available on the AGU Career
Center posting or at http://www.astro.umd.edu/
employment/#Juno.
The appointment will be initially for one year,
with the possibility of renewal in subsequent years.
Applicants may be new postdocs or may be more
senior. Candidates should have a Ph.D. in a relevant
scientific discipline with prior experience conducting scientific research. Experience with magnetometer instrumentation and data, disciplined
programming skills (primarily Fortran and IDL),
and scientific writing experience are desired.
Each applicant should send a Curriculum Vita,
list of publications, statement of research interests,
and contact information for three references to:
Juno Magnetometer
CRESST/UMCP
Mail Code 660.8, NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771, or
Via e-mail to virginia.c.peles@nasa.gov
Information regarding the Juno mission is
found at http://missionjuno.swri.edu/ and http://
www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/juno/main/. For
information on CRESST and the UMCP’s Department of Astronomy, please contact Tracy Huard
(thuard@astro.umd.edu).
The University of Maryland is an Affirmative
Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.
Applications will be accepted on an ongoing
basis until the position is filled.

Interdisciplinary/Other
Two Full-Time Permanent Research Positions
in the National Research Program, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia.
Position 1: Sediment Radionuclide
Geochemistry
The U.S. Geological Survey seeks candidates
for a full-time permanent research position in sediment radionuclide geochemistry at the GS-11 or
GS-12 grades. This early-career interdisciplinary
position in the National Research Program (http://
water.usgs.gov/nrp/) may be filled under these
job series: Chemist or Geologist. Grade and salary
($63,000 to $98,000) will be based on education
and experience. Prior to starting employment
with the USGS, a successful applicant will have
demonstrated educational and research accomplishments, through the obtainment of a Ph.D or
equivalent doctoral degree, or through equivalent
experience and knowledge, in a field related to
radionuclide geochemistry. Experience will include
analyses of radioisotopes in environmental samples
(naturally-occurring or nuclear fuel cycle generated
radionuclides), and additionally research in areas
such as heavy/trace metal geochemistry, mineralogy, and soil or sediment science. The applicant

Tenure-Track Associate Professor/Assistant Professor in Applied Geophysics
(Ref.: 201401318)
Applications are invited for tenure-track appointment as Associate Professor/Assistant Professor in
Applied Geophysics in the Department of Earth Sciences, to commence as soon as possible. The
appointment will initially be made on a three-year term basis. Subject to satisfactory performance, the
appointee may be considered for a second three-year contract and tenure afterwards.
The appointee should have active research in mineral or oil exploration, or rock mechanics with
applications to geotechnical problems and geological deformation, or environmental geophysics.
Relevant industry experience will be definite advantage. Information about the Department can be
obtained at http://www.earthsciences.hku.hk.
For an Associate Professorship, applicants should be able to demonstrate excellence in teaching
and research in related areas, and possess a proven record of high-quality scholarship and services.
The appointee should be able to provide academic leadership in both research and teaching, and
is also expected to supervise postgraduate students, conduct an ongoing active research agenda,
obtain research grants, and serve on committees within the University and in external professional
organizations.
For an Assistant Professorship, applicants should possess good teaching and research skills and be
able to demonstrate a strong potential for research excellence. The appointee is expected to commit
to high-quality scholarly research, submit grant proposals, publish in top-tier academic journals, and
supervise postgraduate students.
A globally competitive remuneration package commensurate with qualifications and experience will
be offered. At current rates, salaries tax does not exceed 15% of gross income. The appointment will
attract a contract-end gratuity and University contribution to a retirement benefits scheme, totalling
up to 15% of basic salary, as well as annual leave, and medical benefits. Housing benefits will be
provided as applicable.
Applicants who have responded to the previous advertisement (Ref.: 201400603) need not re-apply.
For enquiries about the existing research activities and the specific job requirements,
please write to Professor P.P.C. Wu, Head of the Department of Earth Sciences (e-mail:
ppwu@hku.hk). Applicants should submit a completed application form, an up-to-date C.V., a
research plan, and a statement on teaching philosophy to scesc@hku.hk. Please indicate clearly
which level they wish to be considered for and the reference number in the subject of the e-mail.
Application forms (341/1111) can be downloaded at http://www.hku.hk/apptunit/form-ext.doc.
Further particulars can be obtained at http://jobs.hku.hk/. Closes January 5, 2015 .
The University thanks applicants for their interest, but advises that only shortlisted applicants will be
notified of the application result.
The University is an equal opportunities employer and is committed to a No-Smoking Policy
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will have demonstrated scientific vision, leadership,
and productivity in exciting, societally-relevant,
and collaborative inter-disciplinary research topics.
The successful candidate will lead the development of laboratory capabilities and research
applications in the area of sediment radionuclide
geochemistry with the purpose of quantifying the
provenance and times scales of sediment storage
and transport. The scientist will collaborate with
hydrologists, geologists, chemists, ecologists and
microbiologists in the USGS and provide assistance
and direction in methods development for the Center for Sediment Dynamics and Forensics (CSDF), a
developing center of excellence.
The CSDF is expected to apply a full range of
observational and experimental techniques in both
the laboratory and the field. Examples of techniques to be used by the CSDF include: radiometric
techniques (14C, 137Cs, 7Be, 234U, 238U and other
radioisotopes), Optically Stimulated Luminescence,
Electron Spin Resonance, X-ray diffraction mineralogy, stable isotopes of light and heavy elements),
major-element analysis, geochemical phase analyses, organic molecular markers, rare earth and
trace element distributions, and carbon and nutrient analyses.
Position 2: Multiphase Transport and Poromechanics in Fine-Grained Geologic Systems
The National Research Program (NRP) (http://
water.usgs.gov/nrp/) of the U.S. Geological Survey seeks candidates for a full-time permanent
research position in subsurface multiphase fluid
transport and poromechanics at the GS-11 or GS-12
grade, in either of the following series: Hydrologist,
Geologist, or Physicist. Grade and salary ($63,000
to $98,000) will be based on qualifications and
experience. This is a position for an early-career
scientist to lead research in subsurface multiphase
fluid transport, porous matrix deformation and failure, and ideally coupling of the two in fine-grained
sedimentary environments such as shales and
clayrocks. USGS seeks to improve understanding
of subsurface systems hosting multiple fluid phases
as they are subjected to both natural and humaninduced deformation on engineering to geologic
time scales. The successful candidate will focus
on fluid and porous matrix behavior at formation
and larger scales, and will integrate theoretical and
numerical analysis with field and laboratory data.
Environments of interest offer unusual challenges
to characterization. These include extremely low
permeabilities and porosities, primary and fracture
heterogeneity, and complex history and boundary
conditions.
A completed or pending Ph.D. in a relevant subject area is required, as are a working knowledge
of scientific coding as applied to numerical simulation. Familiarity with field and laboratory investigative techniques is desirable. Good communication
skills are essential.
To Apply:
Both positions will be located in Reston, Virginia in the Eastern Branch of the National Research
Program. The NRP, a program in the USGS Water

Mission Area, offers a stimulating and collegial
environment for research in water-related earth
science to meet current and anticipated national
needs. NRP Researchers collaborate with USGS scientists nationwide as well as with other scientists
in government and academia, both nationally and
internationally.
The on-line vacancy announcements, which
will be posted at the Office of Personnel Management’s USAJOBS website (www.usajobs.opm.
gov) contain additional information regarding
qualification requirements. Both vacancies will be
open for 30 days starting on or about December
15, 2014. Applications (resumes and questionnaire
responses) must be received online BEFORE midnight Eastern Time on the closing date posted in
the USAJOBS Vacancy Announcement. It is important that candidates view the Vacancy Announcement in their entirety to be sure that all required
documents are submitted. Incomplete application
packages cannot be considered. For further information, please contact: Harry Jenter, 703-648-5916,
hjenter@usgs.gov, or Pierre Glynn, 703-648-5823,
pglynn@usgs.gov in the Eastern Branch of the NRP,
or Claire Ritter, 703-648-5786, critter@usgs.gov,
Human Resources Specialist.
US Citizenship is mandatory for both positions.
For any US Citizen, the Vacancy Announcement
numbers are: ATL-2015-0049 (Position 1) and ATL2015-0092 (Position 2). For current or former US
Federal employees who have competitive status,
or for applicants who are eligible under a special
appointing authority, the vacancy numbers are:
ATL-2015-0050 (Position 1) and ATL-2015-0093
(position 2). The USGS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Assistant Professor of Geology in Igneous and
Metamorphic Petrology:
The Department of Geological Sciences at California State University, San Bernardino invites applicants for a tenure-track position at the Assistant
Professor level starting September 2015. A Ph.D. is
strongly preferred at time of appointment; strong
ABD candidates may be considered. The successful candidate will have demonstrated strength
in the general area of igneous and metamorphic
petrology. Courses to be taught could include
mineralogy, optical mineralogy, igneous and metamorphic petrology, geochemistry, elective courses
in the candidate’s field of specialization, as well
as a general education course in geology and an
upper division capstone course in earth sciences.
The appointee will be expected to advise and
work closely with undergraduate students in senior
research projects and with graduate students in in
the Earth and Environmental Sciences MS program.
The appointee will provide evidence of excellence
in teaching and ongoing scholarship, especially in
the area of combining geologic field methods with
laboratory approaches. The Department strongly
supports increasing diversity in both student and
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Tenure-Track Faculty Position in
Solid Earth Geosciences
The Department of Geosciences at The Pennsylvania State University invites applications for
a tenure-track faculty position in Solid Earth Geosciences at the rank of Assistant Professor.
We seek a colleague who creatively uses theoretical, observational, or experimental
approaches to address fundamental problems related to the geochemistry or geophysics
of the solid Earth and/or other planets. Successful applicants will be expected to contribute
to a dynamic and diverse research and teaching community in the Department and College
through the development of a vigorous, internationally recognized and externally funded
research program, and through teaching courses in their discipline at the undergraduate
and graduate levels.
The Department of Geosciences is part of the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, and
houses highly active research programs spanning a broad spectrum of Earth Sciences
disciplines, including geochemistry, geophysics and geodynamics, and environmental
and climate sciences (further information is available at: http://www.geosc.psu.edu). The
Department and College are also home to several research centers and programs that focus
on Earth and planetary processes, including: AfricaArray; the Center for Geomechanics,
Geofluids, and Geohazards; the Susquehanna Shale Hills Critical Zone Observatory; the
Penn State Astrobiology Research Center; the Earth System Science Center; and the Penn
State Ice and Climate Research Center.
Applicants must have a Ph.D. in geosciences or a related field at the time of appointment.
Candidates should upload a cover letter, a complete curriculum vita, statements of research
and teaching interests, and contact information for four references. Please submit these
items electronically to job #54781 at http://apptrkr.com/550745 . Appointment may
begin as early as July 1, 2015. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue
until the position is filled. For further information or questions, please contact Demian
Saffer, chair of the search committee, at dms45@psu.edu.
CAMPUS SECURITY CRIME STATISTICS: For more about safety at Penn State, and to review
the Annual Security Report which contains information about crime statistics and other
safety and security matters, please go to http://www.police.psu.edu/clery/ , which will
also provide you with detail on how to request a hard copy of the Annual Security Report.
Penn State is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer, and is committed to
providing employment opportunities to minorities, women, veterans, disabled individuals,
and other protected groups.
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faculty populations; under-represented minorities,
women and veterans are strongly encouraged to
apply. For more information about the Department,
please visit http://geology.csusb.edu.
Applications must be submitted electronically
using http://agency.governmentjobs.com/csusb/
default.cfm?transfer=1 and must include a cover
letter, a curriculum vitae, recent transcripts (official transcripts will be required pending an offer),
statements of research/professional accomplishments and goals, and teaching philosophy and
strategies, together with the names and complete
contact information of at least three references.
Review of the applications will begin January
12, 2015, and will continue until position is filled.
Inquiries about this position may be directed to
Dr. Alan L. Smith (email: alsmith@csusb.edu).
California State University, San Bernardino
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer. We consider qualified applicants for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, age, gender, gender identity/
expression, sexual orientation, genetic information, medical condition, marital status, veteran
status, or disability.
Civil and Environmental Engineering and
Utah Water Research Laboratory of Utah
State University has two water-related faculty
openings. (a) Associate/Full professor level in
agricultural water management and (b) Assistant
professor level in remote sensing. For full details
and application procedure, refer to jobs.usu.edu.
For any questions contact Melanie Ivans at melanie.
ivans@usu.edu.
Geospatial Analytics, Climate Change
Adaptation, and Coastal Processes, Assistant
Professor. The College of Earth, Ocean, and
Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon State University
located in Corvallis, Oregon invites applications
for a 9-month (1.0 FTE) or 12-month (0.75 FTE)
tenure-track position as Assistant Professor to
contribute to OSU’s Provost Initiative in Marine
Studies. (Note: if a non-resident alien is selected
for the position it will need to be set-up as a 9
month 1.0 FTE). We are seeking a colleague
that will unite expertise in geospatial analysis,
physical aspects of climate systems, and a
specialization in social science approaches
to adaptation, vulnerability, and planning for
climate change and coastal processes. This
candidate will conduct research, teaching,
and outreach to improve data, methods, and
scenarios of vulnerability and resilience, and
identify thresholds of human and natural
systems to climate change. Responsibilities:
Establish and maintain an externally funded
research program; teach undergraduate and
graduate courses in in concepts and methods
of adaptation, vulnerability, and planning for
climate change and coastal processes, and in
geospatial analytics; and service Requires: PhD,
by the start of employment, in geography or other
fields that supports geospatial analytics and
planning; scholarly potential demonstrated by a
record of peer-reviewed publications and a clearly
defined research agenda; strong potential for
teaching excellence and mentoring undergraduate
and graduate students, and post-docs. See
announcement at: http://ceoas.oregonstate.edu/
employment/ For full consideration, apply by
01/15/2015. Closing date: 02/16/2015
Geospatial Intelligence and Planning Leader,
Assistant/Associate Professor. The College of
Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon
State University located in Corvallis, Oregon invites
applications for a 9-mo (1.0 FTE) or 12-mo (0.75
FTE) tenure-track position as Assistant Professor
to contribute to OSU’s Provost Initiative in Marine
Studies, and to bolster and coordinate expertise
in Geospatial Intelligence and Planning across
campus. (Note: if a non-resident alien is selected
for the position it will need to be set-up as a 9
month 1.0 FTE). Candidates with demonstrated
leadership may be considered at the tenure-track
associate level. We are seeking a colleague with:
a proven record of or potential for leadership and
strong expertise in geospatial analysis including
expertise with large spatial/temporal datasets,
image interpretation, spatial/temporal modeling,
and cartography; and a leader and coordinator
who conducts research, teaching, and outreach
to develop fundamental concepts and methods
in geospatial intelligence linking large spatial
datasets, decision making and policy analysis.
Duties: Help coordinate and lead cross-disciplinary
efforts; establish and maintain an externally
funded research program; teach undergraduate
and graduate courses in fundamental methods
of geospatial analysis, GIScience, and a capstone
course for the Certificate in Geospatial Intelligence
and Planning; and service. Requires: PhD, by the
start of employment, in geography or field that
supports geospatial intelligence and planning;
an active research agenda; demonstrated
understanding of both academic and security
cultures and ability to communicate within and

between them; demonstrable ability to foster
productive relationships with a broad range of
government agencies and commercial companies
engaged in geospatial intelligence; and potential
for mentoring graduate students, post-docs,
and undergraduate researchers. Complete
announcement: http://ceoas.oregonstate.edu/
employment/ For full consideration, apply by
01/15/2015. Closing date: 02/16/2015.
Joint Tenure-Track Faculty Position in
Exoplanetary Science
Earth and Planetary Sciences and Physics
Department, McGill University
The Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences (www.mcgill.ca/eps) and the Department
of Physics (www.physics.mcgill.ca) at McGill
University invite applications for a joint tenuretrack position at the rank of Assistant Professor,
beginning as early as September 2015 in the area
of Exoplanetary Sciences. We encourage qualified
individuals with relevant research interests in
experimental, instrumentation, observational or
theoretical aspects of exoplanetary sciences to
apply.
This is the first of two faculty positions
being created in support of the new McGill
Space Institute (http://msi.mcgill.ca), bringing
together researchers in astrophysical, geological,
atmospheric and astrobiological areas from
multiple departments on campus. Existing
complementary research strengths at McGill
include early Universe cosmology, galaxy
evolution and compact objects in the Department
of Physics, as well as geology, astrobiology and
atmospheric sciences in Earth and Planetary
Science and other departments.
We seek candidates with a proven record
of excellence in research and the capacity for
excellence in teaching. The successful candidate
will be supported by a generous start-up package.
Applicants should submit a detailed curriculum
vitae, a statement of teaching interests, and a
research plan. They should also arrange for three
letters of reference. All of these materials should
be uploaded to http://dualcore.physics.mcgill.ca/
FACULTY/
Review of applications will begin 15 January
2015, and continue until the position is filled.
McGill University is committed to equity in
employment.
All qualified applicants are encouraged to
apply; however, in accordance with Canadian
immigration requirements, Canadians and
permanent residents will be given priority.
Lecturer with Potential for Security of
Employment position in Earth System Science
The Department of Earth System Science
at the University of California, Irvine (UCI)
invites applications for Lecturers with Potential
for Security of Employment (“PSOE”). Lecturer
PSOE positions are full-time faculty position for
individuals who wish to focus their careers on
teaching and service. Lecturer PSOEs are members
of the University of California Academic Senate and
have all the usual benefits of Senate membership,
such as eligibility for UCI’s faculty housing
programs, medical and retirement benefits.
These positions involve teaching undergraduate
classes in a diverse range of subjects such as
atmospheric and ocean science, hydrology,
terrestrial ecosystems, and environmental policy.
We seek outstanding Ph.D.s with broad interests
in the geosciences and innovative ideas for
instruction. Lecturer PSOEs are expected to make
outstanding and recognized contributions to the
development of his or her special field and/or of
pedagogy. Successful candidates are expected
to develop curricula and instructional initiatives
with national visibility and to publish in relevant
scholarly journals.
Applications should be submitted
electronically at: https://recruit.ap.uci.edu/apply/
JPF02667 and should include a cover letter, a
curriculum vitae, a list of publications, and a
description of the applicant’s university-level
teaching background and philosophy. Information
about programs can be found at http://www.
ess.uci.edu. Please direct any questions to:
lecturerpsoesearch@ess.uci.edu. Review of
applications will begin January 19, 2015. To ensure
full consideration, applications and all supporting
materials should be received by this time. The
position will remain open until filled. Applicants
that previously applied to JPF02556 will also be
considered in this search.
The University of California, Irvine is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
advancing inclusive excellence. All qualified
applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, disability, age, protected
veteran status, or other protected categories
covered by the UC nondiscrimination policy. UCI is
responsive to the needs of dual career couples, is
dedicated to work-life balance through an array of
family-friendly policies, and is the recipient of an
NSF ADVANCE Award for gender equity.

POSTDOCTORAL OPPORTUNITIES University of Washington
University of Washington’s College of the
Environment, Applied Physics Laboratory (APL)
and Quaternary Research Center (QRC) seek
Postdoctoral Research Associates with interests in
the polar regions to conduct research and contribute
to the intellectual life of the cross-campus Future of
Ice Initiative (FoI) (ice.washington.edu). Applicants
should define a research plan that fits within
the program areas of QRC or APL and includes
collaboration with other FoI partner units at UW,
such as Aquatic &Fishery Sciences, Anthropology,
Atmospheric Sciences, Earth & Space Sciences,
Environmental & Forest Sciences, Jackson School
of International Studies, Law, Marine Affairs, and
Oceanography. Expected terms are two years,
renewable after the first year. A Ph.D. less than
4 years prior to time of employment is required.
Applicant screening will begin early February, 2015;
send applications by January 30th to ensure full
consideration. To apply, submit: 1) curriculum vitae,
2) publication list, 3) brief proposal (?1500 words)
describing research to be pursued during a 2-year
tenure at UW, 4) names and contact details of four
individuals who can provide a letter of reference.
A letter of support from a prospective mentor in
one of the participating UW units is encouraged.
Current research of faculty is available at individual
web pages for participating units. Please send
all materials and any questions to FoI@uw.edu.
Electronic submission is preferred but hardcopies
can be mailed to Monick Keo, FoI Initiative Quaternary Research Center, 070 Johnson Hall, Box
351310, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.
Tenure-Track Assistant Professor in
Engineering Geology or Related Geotechnical
Field, Southern Connecticut State University
Assistant Professor - Engineering Geology
Search # 14-093, Department of Earth Science
Southern Connecticut State University
New Haven, CT, USA
A detailed description of the position and
required application materials can be found
on the Southern Connecticut State University
website. http://www.southernct.edu/employment/
Job_Openings/ Screening of applications will begin
on January 15, 2014. Position will remain open until
filled.
Turner Postdoctoral Fellowship University of
Michigan
This highly competitive fellowship is open to
candidates who have obtained a PhD in any field
within Earth and environmental sciences.
The Department seeks qualified applicants
who are interested in collaborating with one or
more faculty members. Applicants are encouraged
to contact prospective faculty host(s) prior to the
application deadline to discuss areas of common
interest and to develop innovative research
proposals.
Turner Postdoctoral Fellows receive an annual
salary of $55,000, discretionary research funds of
$5,000 per year, and a generous benefits package.
The fellowship is awarded for a one-year period,
with an anticipated extension for a second year.
Application: Applicants must have a PhD. To
apply please go to: http://www.earth.lsa.umich
.edu/turner2015/newapplicant. Complete the online
application, including the names and addresses of
at least three references, and upload (as a single
PDF) the required application documents, which
should include a curriculum vitae and a research
proposal (5 pages maximum excluding references).
Deadline: Applications and reference letters for
the 2015 competition are due January 15, 2015.
Inquiries should be sent to Michigan-Earth-Search@
umich.edu. Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. The University of Michigan is an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Student Opportunities
Dr. Jia Hu’s lab in the Ecology Dep. at Montana
State University if seeking a PhD student to
work on a USDA funded, interdisciplinary project

focused on snow and N dynamics in a forested
watershed in W. Montana. Qualifications: Preferred
BA/BS degrees in Ecology, Environmental
Sciences, or related fields. Applicants should
have a strong academic record and the ability to
work independently. Position starts June 1, 2015,
with some flexibility. If interested, please send a
CV, a copy of academic transcript, and statement
of interest. Please send all inquiries to jia.hu02@
montana.edu.
Graduate Assistantship Opportunities at
Indiana University - Purdue University
Indianapolis (IUPUI)
With broad expertise in applied geosciences
and particular strengths in Geochemistry, IUPUI’s
Earth Sciences department provides opportunities
for graduate training and research in the heart
of downtown Indianapolis. We offer an M.S. in
Geology and a Ph.D. in Applied Earth Sciences.
The Ph.D. program provides opportunities for
advanced interdisciplinary research at the
interface of earth sciences, public health, and
geospatial analysis, and will prepare graduates
for tackling interdisciplinary problems of the
21st century. Given the interdisciplinary nature
of this program, we welcome individuals with
backgrounds in Geology, Environmental Science,
Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Engineering, Medical
or Mathematics and who have an interest in
working on earth and environmental science
issues. Several new state-of-the-art geochemistry
labs have been built and equipped with stable
isotope ratio mass spectrometers, cavity ring
down spectrometers, GC-MS, ICP-MS, ICP-OES,
electrochemical equipment, chromatographs (IC,
HPLC, GC), spectroscopes, XRD, multisensor core
scanner, and a full suite of chemical and biological
lab and field equipment. Assistantships include
salary, tuition remission, and health insurance. Visit
http://earthsciences.iupui.edu/graduate/degrees
for more information on our graduate degrees, or
contact Dr. Pierre Jacinthe for general inquiries at:
pjacinth@iupui.edu
Graduate Fellowships and
Assistantships:University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
Earn your graduate Geoscience degree at one
of the nation’s top public research universities, the
flagship campus of the University of Illinois. Several
fellowships and assistantships are available for
students wishing to pursue Ph.D. or M.S. degrees
beginning Fall, 2015. World class analytical
facilities and computing resources as well as
strong interdisciplinary ties provide a rich research
environment. Students with interests in geophysics,
geomicrobiology, geomorphology, igneous
geochemistry, hydrogeology, and sedimentology
are particularly encouraged to apply. Applications
are due Jan. 15; for more information, visit http://
www.geology.illinois.edu http://www.geology.
illinois.edu/ .
MS Student Opportunities - Geothermal
Research in Southern California
Two M.S. research assistantships (with tuition)
are available for theoretical and field based
studies in geothermal reservoir permeability.
Assistantships are for two years and support
progress toward the M.S. Degree in Geology
with the California State University Long Beach
Department of Geology. Please contact Prof.
Matthew Becker (matt.becker@csulb.edu) and see
our website (http://www.csulb.edu/depts/geology/
hydrogeology/) for more information.
Ph.D. opportunities in the hydrological
sciences: The University of California, Los
Angeles seeks highly qualified and motivated
Ph.D. students in the Geography and Civil and
Environmental Engineering Departments with
a broad range of interests. These include, but
are not limited to, hydrologic remote sensing,
modeling and prediction at scales ranging
from catchment to continental and global, high
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latitude hydrology (including Greenland), land
data assimilation, and geospatial modeling in
support of satellite mission planning. Fellowships
and/or research assistantships are available in
many of the above areas. For further information,
contact Steve Margulis (margulis@seas.ucla.edu) or
Mekonnen Gebremichael (mekonnen@seas.ucla.
edu) in CEE, and/or Dennis Lettenmaier (dlettenm@
ucla.edu) or Larry Smith (lsmith@geog.ucla.edu) in
Geography. For application information, see geog.
ucla.edu/academics/graduate (Geography) or sent
to gradapps@geog.ucla.edu OR http://www.cee.ucla
.edu/academics/admissions/graduate-admission-2
(CEE).
PhD Opportunity in River-Groundwater
Science and Engineering at Virginia Tech.

Silk insect nets
can reshape creek beds
Plants and animals in streams alter the
way sediments flow and channels form.
Among these species are the miniscule caddisfly larvae, which measure less than a centimeter in length but populate many streams
in large numbers.
Albertson et al. collected the insects’ silk
nets along creek bottoms and showed that
caddisflies can collectively slow gravel transport to half the rate seen in areas where
their populations are more sparse. The larvae of the tiny, moth-like caddisflies are
underwater architects known for making
silk webs and cases that they attach across
rocks underwater to catch food.
The researchers looked at nets of two species of caddisflies in creeks near Mammoth
Lakes, Calif. Each insect’s net was removed

Dr. Erich Hester and Dr. Mark Widdowson in
the Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering
at Virginia Tech seek a PhD student starting Spring
or Fall 2015 for a new multi-year NSF-funded
laboratory and numerical modeling project in the
area of hydraulics and pollutant migration in river
systems. Contact ehester@vt.edu. More information
on the opportunity, the Hester Lab, Virginia Tech,
and Blacksburg VA can be found at filebox.vt.edu/
users/ehester/website/index.html.
The Geological Sciences Department at
Central Washington University seeks
motivated students for two NSF-funded
projects; prior research experience is
beneficial. Student research positions (MS) are
available starting Fall 2015.

from the rocks by hand and carefully transported to a laboratory.
There, the team did stress analysis tests to
find the net’s tensile strength. Under a microscope, the lattice looks something like a tiny
rectangular wire fence. In running water, the
net holds together everything from plants
and debris to rocks and sand. When the
researchers stretched the silk, they found
that one species, Arctopsyche, had nets that
tested about 25% stronger than those made
by their cousins, Ceratopsyche.
The team introduced thousands of caddisflies per square meter into a laboratory
test with creek water and propellers for flow
and simulated streambeds with various
sizes of gravel grains. Once both species of
insect had settled in, the researchers found
that their nets significantly slowed sediment
washing downstream. The effect lessened as
the size of rock increased.
Although more research is clearly
needed, the authors suggest that even small
and seemingly insignificant organisms like
caddisflies may have large impacts on physical processes like erosion, habitat formation, and nutrient cycling. (Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface, doi:10.1002/
2013JF003024, 2014) —EOB

L. Albertson

El Niño fades
without westerly wind bursts

Silk threads are woven by caddisfly larvae
into a mesh-like lattice that is used to catch
food from the water in stream habitats. The
width and length of each rectangular pore are
approximately 100 × 175 micrometers.

The warm and wet winter of 1997 brought
California floods, Florida tornadoes, and
an ice storm in the American northeast,
prompting climatologists to dub it the
El Niño of the century. Earlier this year, climate scientists thought the coming winter
might bring similar extremes, as equatorial
Pacific Ocean conditions resembled those
seen in early 1997. However, the signals
weakened by summer, and the El Niño predictions were downgraded. Menkes et al.
used simulations to examine the differences
between the two years.
The El Niño–Southern Oscillation is
defined by abnormally warm sea surface
temperatures in the eastern Pacific Ocean

1. Geodynamic modelling will focus on
characterizing the extensional evolution of the West
Antarctic Rift System. The student must be willing
and able to participate in Antarctic fieldwork;
computer programming skills are beneficial.
Contact: Dr. Audrey Huerta (huerta@geology.cwu
.edu).
2. Geochronology and thermobarometry
will focus on documenting the spatial and time
evolution of P-T conditions in the North Qaidam
ultrahigh-pressure terrane, western China. A strong
petrology background is required. Contact: Dr.
Chris Mattinson (mattinson@geology.cwu.edu).

and weaker than usual trade winds. In a typical year, southeast trade winds push surface
water toward the Western Pacific “Warm
Pool”—a region essential to Earth’s climate.
The trade winds dramatically weaken or
even reverse in El Niño years, and the warm
pool extends its reach eastward.
Scientists have struggled to predict
El Niño because of irregularities in the
shape, amplitude, and timing of the surges
of warm water. Previous studies suggested
that short-lived westerly wind pulses (i.e.,
1–2 weeks long) could contribute to this
irregularity by triggering and sustaining
El Niño events.
To understand the vanishing 2014 El Niño,
the authors used computer simulations and
examined the wind’s role. The researchers
found pronounced differences between 1997
and 2014. Both years saw strong westerly
wind events between January and March,
but those disappeared this year as spring
approached. In contrast, the westerly winds
persisted through summer in 1997.
In the past, it was thought that westerly
wind pulses were 3 times as likely to form
if the warm pool extended east of the date
line. That did not occur this year. The team
says their analysis shows that El Niño’s
strength might depend on these short-
lived and possibly unpredictable pulses.
(Geophysical Research Letters, doi:10.1002/
2014GL061186, 2014) —EOB

Improving hydrology models
for a changing climate
Changes over time in the relationship
between rainfall and catchment runoff
pose a significant challenge for hydrological models, which are often calibrated
under the assumption that the future relationship will be consistent with that of the
past. In a recent paper, Westra et al. outlined
a method for diagnosing, interpreting, and
improving the capacity of models to develop
predictions under such conditions.
Using data from a 29-square-kilometer
area of land in southern Australia known as
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Japan Coast Guard

Installation of an acoustic mirror-type transponder in the Pacific for GPS/acoustic geodetic
observation.
viscoelastic relaxation. South of the rupture
zone, they measured an eastward-downward movement that they attribute to a possible combination of both afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation, but they need to continue their research to be sure.
The Japan Trench is part of the Pacific
Ring of Fire, where 90% of the world’s

The University of Florida Water Institute
seeks applicants for 6 Ph.D. students to join
an interdisciplinary team (geography, forestry,
fisheries, environmental engineering) working
on the complex and interconnected set of
biophysical and social impacts brought about by
the construction and operation of hydroelectric
dams in the Amazon. The 4-year fellowships
include a $25,000 annual stipend, tuition waiver
and health insurance. Visit http://waterinstitute.
ufl.edu/WIGF/.

The Jonathan O. Davis Scholarship supports
graduate students working on the Quaternary
geology of the Great Basin. The national
scholarship is $5,000 and the University of Nevada,
Reno stipend is $1,500. The national scholarship
is open to graduate students enrolled in an M.S.
or Ph.D. program at any university in the United
States. The Nevada stipend is open to graduate

Seafloor changes above the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake rupture zone
After a subduction earthquake like the 11
March 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, Earth’s
crust continues to deform. Scientists have
been monitoring this deformation near the
earthquake’s rupture zone to estimate further seismic hazards.
The Japan Coast Guard (JCG) has been
measuring the precise position of the seafloor above the earthquake’s rupture zone
using GPS and acoustic observation using a
series of transponders installed on the seafloor. The transponders respond to sound
signals emitted from the survey ship and
return them to the ship; by measuring travel
time from the ship to the transponders, the
JCG can detect the movements of the seafloor with an accuracy of centimeters. After
9 to 15 campaign observations at each transponder site over the last 3 years, Watanabe
et al. report that the seafloor has moved and
continues to move in two ways: through
afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation.
Afterslip is additional fault slip that occurs
following an earthquake; viscoelastic relaxation is the deformation of the Earth’s interior due to stress relief. The researchers discovered westward-downward movements
on the seafloor at study sites above the main
rupture zone, which they attribute solely to

students enrolled in an M.S. or Ph.D. program at the
University of Nevada, Reno. Details on application
requirements can be found at: http://www.dri
.edu/GradPrograms/Opportunities/JonathanDavis.
Applications must be post-marked by February 17,
2015. Proposal reviews will not be returned.
Applications should be addressed to: Executive
Director Division of Earth and Ecosystem Sciences
Desert Research Institute 2215 Raggio Parkway
Reno NV 89512

earthquakes occur. Monitoring the state
and deformation of Earth’s crust following
a major event like the Tohoku-Oki earthquake will lead to a better understanding of the postseismic process and strain
restoration of the trench in the future, the
authors write. (Geophysical Research Letters, doi:10.1002/2014GL061134, 2014) —JO

Westra et al.
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A map of the catchment studied by Westra
et al. as a case study for improving hydrological models.
the Scott Creek catchment as a case study,
the authors investigated 22 model parameterizations. They calibrated the flow data
from 1985 to 1999; then, they used the models to predict flows from 2000 to 2009—a
much drier decade. The standard hydrological model overpredicted the amount of flow
in the 2000s by 18%.
To better predict long-term changes, the
authors identified parameters that varied
seasonally and interannually and identified
ways to better represent the physical catchment processes in the model. They also
used a range of statistical tools to select the
most accurate models for a changing climate. Through this method, they were able
to select and adjust the models so that they
overestimated the flow during the dry period
by only 3%–7%. The authors suggest that an
ensemble of models should be used to capture the range of possibilities in an uncertain future. (Water Resources Research,
doi:10.1002/2013WR014719, 2014) —SP

Mantle below North American plate
newly modeled
Dynamics of the Earth’s mantle play an
important role in processes that occur farther up toward the surface. For instance,
although the eastern coast of the United
States is considered a passive margin, convection in the upper mantle can result in
activity in the crust. To get a better look at
the mantle underneath the North American plate, Schmandt and Lin analyzed data
collected by the EarthScope project, which
installed a vast network of seismometers
across the United States.
By cataloguing the different types of waves
that propagate through the mantle underneath
the continental United States, the authors built
a model of what this mantle looks like and
how it interacts with the overlain crust. Major
findings from the research include two low-
velocity anomalies detected in the central and
northern Appalachians that coincide with a
known episode of basaltic magmatism that
occurred 56–33.9 million years ago and volcanism from a hot spot, respectively.
The authors also found high-velocity
anomalies beneath the central and eastern
United States, which they suggest could be
remnants of a subducted slab that has not yet
sunk into the lower mantle. Although their
findings provide a new, more in-depth look
at the Earth’s mantle, the authors note that
more investigations are needed to understand how some mantle processes affect the
geologic evolution of various parts of the
United States. (Geophysical Research Letters,
doi:10.1002/2014GL061231, 2014) —JW
—JoAnna Wendel Staff Writer; Eric O. Betz,
Jessica Orwig, and Shannon Palus, Writers

